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   ICONOGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE
According to http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/iconography”
Iconography is:  
	 Pictorial	material	relating	to	or	illustrating	a	subject
	 The	 traditional	 or	 conventional	 images	 or	 symbols	 associated	 with	 a	
subject and especially a religious or legendary subject 
	 The	imagery	or	symbolism	of	a	work	of	art,	an	artist,	or	a	body	of	art	“
1. Preface
Why am I interested in an Iconographic Architecture? How important is it that 
Iconography makes ideas in Architecture visible? I would like to talk briefly 
about the first studio I completed at roger Williams university to express the 
reason why I am so interested in the iconographic architecture. In the first 
studio,	 I	had	to	design	the	school	of	 film,	performing	arts,	and	cinema	 in	
Pawtucket. The main concept that came out of my mind was the movement of film 
strip	when	a	film	is	played.	Therefore,	I	sketched	the	form	of	building	as	a	
continuous surface moving from the ground to the roof of the building so that 
people could be involved not only in the public place but on the roof garden 
as	well.	Moreover,	along	the	main	façade,	spaces	as	gallery	functioned	as	
projection screens like film frames of a filmstrip. That project inspired me 
a lot and made me understand more what iconographic architecture actually 
was. The more I am involved in searching for information about Iconographic 
architecture,	the	more	 I	am	fascinated.	That	 is	how	 I	started	being	curious	
and exploring iconographic architecture and trying to apply any aspect of 





at	 Expo	2004	 in	 Paris	 by	 Bernard	 Tschumi,	 Beijing	Books	Building	 by	 Rem	
Koolhaas,	 National	 Swimming	 Center	 in	 Beijing	 by	 PTW,	 or	 digital	 beijing	
building by Studio Pei-Zhu.  
Each type of buildings has its own character. There should not be a mixture 
of many kinds of architecture into one design. Hospitals should look like 
hospitals,	 which	 are	 more	 tranquil	 and	 secure,	 whereas	 museums,	 centers	
of	performing	arts,	or	any	kind	of	buildings	related	to	the	art	are	designed	
more creatively and freely. How we create the right form for each type of 
building is one of the most important parts in the design process. It is also 




a building in a way that projects the buildings on to its exterior face so that 
people can understand and respond to its meaning. 
The term “Iconography” is probably too broad to apply overall. Iconography is 







of esthetic aspect: one is the type which not only represents the program or 




or	 National	 Swimming	 Center	 (Watercube)	 by	 Australian	 architects	 Peddle	
Thorp&	Walker	(PTW).	Another	one	is	the	iconographic	architecture	which	just	




What I have been trying to do is definitely the first type of an iconographic  
Architecture which efficiently represents the program or a place and 
creates and aesthetic and distinct building which serves people well.
2. PROBLEM AND PROJECT TITLE
There are some questions raised about the concept of iconographic 
architecture which i am examining: 
1/ what if the programs or products change in the future? 
For	 instance,	 the	 Filmstrip	 will	 possibly	 be	 replaced	 by	 advanced	 future	
technologies which enable people to see movies without the need of actual 
film.	If	that	happens,	will	the	building	whose	shape	is	the	representation	of	
a filmstrip such as the bbc music box still be resonate as an iconographic 
representation of cinema in the future?
I agree that new technologies come out will change not only the way of applying 
something	to	make	products	but	also	the	means	of	people	to	experience,	work,	
and so on; but it will never change people’s perception of certain products or 
programs which are so common and popular that everybody can not forget.
To	prove	this,	we	currently	have	digital	cameras	which	have	been	produced	
a long time ago in which memory cards replace roll film to store data and 
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photos	 can	 be	 seen	 without	 being	 developed.	 However,	 film	 cameras	 and	
roll film still exist and continue to be been manufactured for professional 
photographers.
2/ some iconographic buildings not only take shapes and represent programs 
but also transform	structure	of	certain	things	relevant	to	programs	(like	a	
water	bubble’s	structure,	or	a	strip	of	film.	So	it	raises	the	question	that	“	is	
it a good or bad iconographic building if it takes the structure of something 
which is not related to the program” such as a house’ form for a large 
store,		or	if	an	office building takes the shape of continuous strip like the 
filmstrip or the tod’s building  in Tokyo’s omotesando district by toyo ito, 
whose structure becomes an iconic representation of a series of trees
“Good architecture is always a result of an effort by the individual to 
realize the beautiful”   - Anonymous 
If	simply	focused	on	the	aspect	of	structure	application,	I	am	quite	sure	that	
we	would	be	unable	to	evaluate	any	building	as	being	good	or	bad,	successful	
or unsuccessful because we have to consider some other important aspects. 
Also,	we	should	consider	reasons	why	architects	employ	certain	structures	to	
achieve a particular designs. While certain structural choices have something 
to	do	with	large	span	requirement,	others	treat	structure	 in	a	sculptural	
manner so that people will be impressed by the innovation or the art of the 
structure and by the invention architects apply to design. So buildings 
could be considered a good design by virtue of the metaphoric treatment of 
structure	such	as	tod’s	store		in	Tokyo	by	toyo	ito	(representation	of	trees	
as	 structure)	 .	However,	 if	we	make	 a	 comparison	 between	 an	 iconographic	
building whose structure reflects the programs inside with a building whose 
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form does not as. 
What building you think is more successful? The answer is definitely the 
first type of iconographic building which reflects program and meets the 
requirement of aesthetics.
How do we know if it is a good or bad iconographic buildings? What criteria 
should we rely on to value the success or failure of a design? 
“Architecture is not an impirational business, it’s a rational procedure to 
do sensible and hopefully beautiful things. That’s all” - harry seidler   
In term of the economics of a building or other purposes other than 
architectural	representation,	i	agree	that	some	buildings	whose	forms	look	
weird could be considered successful because their forms throughout the 
designs somehow reflect whatever 
programs inside and make people 
remember it and briefly know their 
functions such as the building 
of world toilet organization in 
south Korea (next	 image). However,	
in	terms	of	architecture,	they	are	
considered bad because their forms 
look	 very	 weird,	 unproportional,	
and do not follow any design principle
 
PROJECT TITLE
National cultural and entertainment center
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 3. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT   
In	my	own	observation,	there	are	3	types	of	 iconographic	architecture.	The	
first  type is that in which the buildings look like a fake	within	the	site	context,	
like the buildings  in  Dubai or shanghai. The second type is one in which the 
buildings	 represent	 the	 regional	 characteristics	 of	 site	 context,	 town,	 or	
city. The last type is one in which the buildings simply represent the program 
being accommodated inside such as  digital beijing building or water cube in 
bejing. Odd buildings could be iconic for a city like many built in Dubai but 
that is not the type I am pursuing for my design. It seems to me that a part of 
city of shanghai or most of entire Dubai has been redeveloped. That is why 
lots	of	buildings	from	different	architectural	languages	have	been	built,	and	




the context should be taken into account but it does not mean that new 
building	should	be	strictly	similar	to	characters	of	surrounding	context,	but	
rather it somehow implies some regional characters through architectural 
elements employed as long as it engages people and activates positive impacts 
of the place. 
Even	though	ho	chi	Minh	city	in	Vietnam	was	affected	by	french	architecture	
through	many	years	of	colonization,	the	context	around	the	site	I	proposed	to	
use does not really contain lots of buildings exhibiting french architectural 
style	except	for	the	landmark	building,	the	‘benthanh’	market	and	the	rail-




context are a messy combination of mixed-use dwellings and businesses. That 
is why There are not really unique characteristics to the site’s context. My 
point here is to not only prove the value of an iconographic realization of 
program but also  the aspect of how to attract people to that program and 
willing to be engaged in activities 
and spaces inside which are 
transformations of body 
actions or simply iconography of 
activities of spaces themselves. 
In	 other	 words,	 iconography	
will be applied not only to the 











more conventional displayed photos of different periods of time. 
The youth are generally considered the fate and the future of every country. 
Whether or not a country develops now or in future mostly depends on how 
much	and	how	well	that	country	invests	in	people	and	the	youth,	in	education	




the youth will be easily affected negatively because lots of harmful places 
such	as	bars,	discotheques	which	are	multiplying	quickly.	According	to		the	
research	 of	 T.K.	 Premadasa,	 62% of the population of overall 80 million 
people	in	Vietnam	are	between	15	-	64. That	means	almost	all	of	Vietnamese	
population are young. More	and	more	the	economy	develops,	more	and	more	
young people get distracted by any kind of harmful activities and less and 
less	time	they	spend	on	their	study.	Whether	the	image	of	Vietnam	is	good	or	
bad will depend on the way young people live and behave. 
As	Norman	Foster	said “I will start with people. I believe it is necessary 










local	people,	and	need	of	propagating	Vietnam, I WOUlD lIKE TO cREATE A 
CuLTuRAL,	ENTERTAINMENT	AND	ExPLORATION	CENTER.	
Precedents









8.  Holland performing art center by hdr
5. PROGRAM OUTLINE AND AREAS: 
There	will	be	spaces	for	people	to	explore	their	own	senses(	seeing,	hearing,	
touching,...)	Such	as	a	music	room,	3d	room,	or	a	touching	room	.	A	room	in	
which and visitors understand by touching various surfaces it contains.
Program       Areas(s.f) Amounts (#)
Public 
	 Retail		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4,000	(negotiated)		 	
 Auditorium (estimated	capacity:	2000	seatings)	 	 4,700		 	 	 1
 (Multi-functions:	cultural	events,	congresses,	convention,	large	meetings,	cinema)
  MAIN	SPACE		 	 	 	 		2600
  Dressing room               300
  Rehearsal room for musicians       600   1
  Dance rehearsal room      700     1   
	 	 VIP	room		 	 	 	 	 			300	 	 	 1
  cloakroom        200   1
 conference/music hall(estimated	capacity:	800	seatings)			2000   1
 (Multi-functions:	congresses,	conventions,	medium-sized	meetings,	orchestra	concerts,	cinema)	
  Dressing room          1
  cloakroom         1




 Practice room      1000   2  
	 exhibition	spaces	 	 	 	 	 15,000	 	 	 	 	
	 	 Vietnam	in	Past	 	 	 4,500	 	 	 	 	 1	
	 	 Now	and	future		 	 7,000	 	 	 	 	 1
	 	 Contemporary	 	 	 3,500	 	 	 	 1	
	 Exploration	spaces	 	 	 	 	 6,000	 	
  Music room   2000     1  
  3D & 4D room   1000     1
  Touching room   1000     1
  Dancing room   2000      1
	 Event	Spaces	 	 	 	 	 	 10,000	 	 	
  Sculpture/arts    3000           1
  contemporary   7000      1
 
Cafeteria/	bars	(serving	max	1000	people)	 	 7000	 	 	 	
  Indoor    3000     1
   catering    600
   Seating area  2000
   Storage   400
  Outdoor    4000     1 
	 Plaza		 	 	 	 	 	 	 5,000	(negotiated)	
 libraries        5000  
  Media library   2000     1
  Book library   3000     1
Private
 classrooms 4@600     2800   4
 clubs:       3000   
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  Media club   600      1
  English club    600      1
  Painting club   800      1
  Sport club   1000     1
 Meetings Rooms    600@4     4
 Offices        4400    
  Staff    300@8     8
  Manager’s rooms  600      1  
Support 
	 Service	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2,200	
	 Mechanical	Rooms	 	 	 	 	 2,000	 	 	 2
 loading Dock      3500   1
	 Storage		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4,200	 	 	 3
     
      Total: 84200 
6.PROBLEM THEMES
“Architecture is not only about space but also about movement of bodies 
in that space” (Manhattan Transcripts, Bernard Tschumi)
Architecture	 is	 the	 whole	 process	 of	 creating	 spaces,	 experiencing	 spaces	
CONOGRAPHY
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people with creative activities and spaces in which the movement of body in 
dance,	certain	sports,	and	films	or	whatever	 is	captured	and	transformed	
into architecture spaces. A center in which media and new technologies play 
an important role in making the architecture I want to create possible. 
7. SITE ANALYSIS:
Talking a bit of ho chi Minh city in order to understand briefly about 



















Population and workforce: 1
The population of Ho chi Minh city was estimated to be over 7 million 
(about	7.4%	of	the	total	population	of	Vietnam,	The annual general growth 
is	reported	at	2.21%,	including	the	natural	growth	rate	of	1.3%,	The	
migration growth rate is 1.18% a year in 2001-2005 and 1.3% in 2006-
2010);  making it the highest population-concentrated city in the country. 
Its population has grown rapidly because more and more people from other 
provinces	immigrate	into	ho	chi	Minh	city,	which	is	the	largest	economic	and	
financial	hub	of	Vietnam.	Also,	with	the	economic	development,	it	attracts	






   
hociminh	city	population	growth	projection	(%)		
1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010
   projection Reality Projection Adjustment Projection 
General 
growth rate 
2.15 2.21 2.77 2.46 2.71 2.46 
Natural	
growth rate 
1.23 1.39 1.09 1.28 0.94 1.16 
Mechanical 
growth rate 
0.92 0.82 1.68 1.18 1.77 1.30 




The workforce in the 1996-2000 period and the adjusted figure of 




The adjusted employment rate is 17%-21% lower than the projections and 




employment rate fell by 20% by 2005 and by 21% by 2010 compared with 
the projected figures. The unemployment rate has increased as a result. 
LABOR	–	WORKFORCE	(unit:	1,000	people) 
    
2000 2005 2010
   Projection Reality Projection Adjustment Projection Adjustment 
Population 
scale 
5,516	 5,214	 6,225	 6,042	 7,230	 7,105	
Workforce 3,596 3,454 4,344 4,148 5,057 4,962 
Employment 2,504	 2,237	 3,143	 2,707	 3,878	 3,312	









It has recently been considered one of the 20 golden sites of ho chi Minh 
city and planned to develop as a 55 story commercial and financial tower. 
But that proposal is facing the opposition of local people because it will 
look awkward next to the septemper-23 park and surrounding context which 
is mostly low-rise mixed-use buildings.  




































entertainment such as: the Ben Thanh and Hoa Binh Theaters and the lan 
Anh	Music	Stage.	The	Dam	Sen	Tourist	and	Cultural	Park,	Suoi	Tien	Cultural	
Park and the can Gio Eco beach resort are three recreational sites inside 




according to the HcM city Department of culture and Information. The four 
key cultural projects are a circus and multi-function performance complex 
at	Phu	Tho	in	District	11,	a	museum	about	HCM	City	at	the	Thu	Thiem	New	
urban	Town	in	District	2,	a	ballet	theater	at	23	Le	Duan	Boulevard	and	a	
multi-functional cultural complex at 164 Dong Khoi Street in District 1.
 





The movement to encourage all people build a cultural life will be expanded 






At a recent meeting with the Department of culture and Information on the 
city’s	culture	development	plan	to	2010	and	vision	to	2020,	delegates	of	
the HcM city People’s council remarked that the city still lacks a strategic 
vision on cultural development. 
 
The thinking of most cultural officers does not catch up with cultural 
development while no cultural works measuring up to the status of the 
country’s	most	dynamic	city	has	been	built,	delegate	Vo	Van	Sen	said.
   
HcM city People’s council chairwoman Pham Phuong Thao asked the 
cultural	sector	to	build	a	civilized	and	healthy	cultural	environment,	






1.500 advertising enterprises and establishments.
 
The	city	has	76	historical	sites,	10	museums	and	six	commemorating	houses,	
7 city-level cultural houses and 24 district cultural houses. It has 




The country’s cultural and tourist center 
HcM city is only 300 years old but has many human and historical values 
created by the exchange of different cultures. The culture of the former 
Saigon and present-day HcM city shows an original characteristic of the 
Vietnamese	culture	and	nation	in	the	historical	and	geographical	context	of	
the countrys southern region. It is possible to say that Saigon-HcM city is 
a convergence of many cultural flows during its process of establishment 
and	development,	and	it	has	a	culture	that	bears	the	impressions	of	the	
Vietnamese,	Chinese,	Cham,	Khmer,	Indians,	and	so	on.	Saigon	was	also	one	
of the countrys main centers to come under the influences of the French 




Thu Duc reflects a diversity of religions and beliefs with dozens of annual 
festivals. This has created cultural diversity of this southern land. In each 
street	or	at	each	corner	of	streets,	the	citys	geographical	names	link	with	
celebrated people in cultural and historical fields as well as victories of 




























revenues. The city has received an increasing number of international 
tourists,	from	180,000	in	1990	to	millions	now,	which	accounts	for	over	









pleasant place for locals and foreigners alike to visit.3
Reasons to select the site
There	are	many	reasons	why	I	have	chosen	this	site	to	develop.	Firstly,	
its location is very important and has the potential of attracting local 
people as well as tourists. It sits right next to the so-called 23-9 park 
where lots of people usually gather and lots of activities happen such as 
the celebrations for the traditional lunar new year. The area along pham 
ngu lao street is called the foreign town with lots of restaurants and 
mini	hotels	mostly	reserved	for	foreign	travelers.	Moreover,	benthanh	
market near by the site is the landmark of ho chi Minh city where most of 
tourists	stop	by	to	buy	souvenirs,		Vietnamese	traditional	food,	or	hand-
made	products	of	Vietnam.	Ho chi Minh city welcomed 1.48 million foreign 
tourists	in	the	first	half	of	the	year,	a	rise	of	16	percent.	
The new world hotel opposing via the park is  a very famous hotel where a 
lot	of	very	important	people	from	other	countries	including	bill	Clinton,	
former	president	of	u.S.	A,	usually	stay	when	visiting	Vietnam	for	any	
purpose. The site also sits right next to the major tran hung dao street 
which	connects	to	china	town	and	to	the	center	of	ho	chi	Minh	city.	Not	only	
that,	the	site’s	location	is	easily	seen	as	the	destination	of	the	people’s	
flow from other districts in the peninsula via two bridges.    
Therefore,	with	those	considerations	of	the	site’s	location	as	well	as	
surrounding	context,	the	natural	pedestrian	circulation	patterns,	I	
decided to choose that site to develop a building which will offer not only 








































































































































































Diagram of traffic pattern
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Zoning diagram in bigger scale
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Diagram of program layout and interrelationship











The plan belongs to the kursaal center by fafael moneo
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future development diagram (2010-2020)
Public  














































































































































































































































































































































































 8. REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY REPORT 
 The current serious problems which ho chi Minh city is facing up now 
are traffic and population. The population of ho chi Minh city is more or 




200 new cars were registered in the city. “Transportation is now the biggest 
problem	facing	the	city,”	The	new	residency	law	allowed	230,000	people	
from other provinces across the country to register as permanent residents 
in HcM city this year. The newcomers could bring the city’s population to 
8.5 million next year.
the city would invest some $22 billion for medium and long-term projects 
to	develop	its	transportation	infrastructure.	In	2009,	for	example,	the	




infrastructure projects in the next three years include two more bridges 
linking District 2 with District 4 and District 7. 
PROPOSED SUBWAY IN HO CHI MINH CITY:
In	order	to	solve	the	traffic	problem,	one	of	the	solution	is	to	develop	
public	transportation,	especially	subway	system	in	ho	chi	Minh	city(HCM)	.	
The HcM city Department of Zoning and Architecture will guide relevant 
agencies to prepare feasibility studies for the projects in line with 
standards	on	urban	scenery	and	architecture,	especially	the	projects	of	6	
lines of subway in ho chi Minh city.  
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 line 1: Ben thanh market to suoi tien park
 line 2: Ben thanh market to tham luong
 line 3; Ben thanh market to binh tan district 
 line 4: district 12 - district 7







construction of the actual line would begin next year and the work would 
be completed in mid-2013 while test runs were scheduled between July and 
December 2013 with the Ben Thanh-Suoi Tien route becoming operational in 
early 2014.
The city’s Department of Transport and Public Works has said the lack of 
mass transport like 
metro was the reason 
for the worsening 
traffic congestion. 
With public transport 
meeting just five 
percent of the city’s 
transport	needs,	
private	transport,	












travel the 20km between Ben Thanh and Suoi Tien by motorbike.
In April last year the city People’s committee approved construction of the 
country’s first metro route between Ben Thanh and Suoi Tien at a cost of 
1.1	billion	uSD,	with	83	percent	of	it	coming	from	Japanese	aid.
The Japan Bank of International cooperation will provide 904.7 million 
uSD,	and	the	city	the	rest.	The	city’s	transport	development	master	plan	
for the period until 2020 envisages developing three monorail lines 
totally measuring 37 km and six metro routes of a total length of 107 km 
at a cost of 5 to 6 billion USD. The city administration hopes the public 
transportation system will carry a quarter of the commuters by 2010 and 
50 percent by 2020.-Enditem
The	inevitable	result	of	traffic	problem	is	the	pollution,	Ho	Chi	Minh	City	
is facing up to pollution. Ho chi Minh city is concentrating its efforts on 
curbing environmental and traffic problems to pave the way for the city’s 
sustainable development.










to solve the traffic problem. The Ho chi Minh city government has chosen a 






Roundabout will be developed into a central station for various means of 
transport.
6	proposed	underground	car	parking	lot	in	ho	chi	Minh	city,	Vietnam
 1. Underneath nguyen hue avenue 
 2. Underneath lam son square  
 3. Underneath chi lang park 
 4. Underneath hoa lu stadium 
 5. Under le van tam park
 6. Under Tao Dan stadium 
 7.  Underneath 23-9 park by urban properties development
If	the	underground	parking	lot	underneath	23-9	parking	is	built,	it	is	not	
necessary to build another parking lot for the site because it is very close 









































































 9. Precedent analysis
 bbc music box by f.o.a
client: British Broadcasting corporation 
Designed by Foreign Office Architects 
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Location: London, England 
  A	part	of	the	new	Media	Village,	the	BBC’s	redevelopment	of		 	
  White city 
	 	 At	the	centre	of	this	campus,	at	the	heart	of	the	BBC	in	West		 	
  london.
  The site has a history of large-scale development
	 	 Daily	population	of	overall	campus	is	12,000
Site plan




“ The design by  Foreign Office Architects  majors on openness with empha-
sis on public space. This will ensure that the Music Box not only becomes a 
centre of excellence for music making at the BBc but will also be an inte-
gral part of our commitment to involve the local community” – 
   John	Smith,	BBC	Director	of	Finance,	Property	and	Business	Affairs
“Music is a sequence of events in time. Its physical notation or 
registration implies a primarily linear structure: band. The Music 
Center	is	like	an	instrument,	the	paradigmatic	instrument	of	the	digital	
age,	and	the	instrument	is	constructed	by	a	manipulation	of	band	







+ The side screen of the loops separates inside and outside 
+	The	opaque	sides	of	the	loops	treated	as	a	broadcasting	device,	as	a	piece	
of	film	capable	of	producing	colored,	changing	images	





The side screen of the loops separates inside and outside while the glass 




+ 2 studios for rehearsal 
 Recording and live performing with and   
 audience capacity of up to 600 people 
+ cinema 
+ Musician’s Gallery 
+ cafeteria 
+ control rooms 
+ Stores
+ loading dock 











+ The liner structure: a band



















shape + program + construction 
beijing book building by oma 





shape + program + construction 
bbc music box by foa









TELEVISION CULTURAL CENTRE (ttcv), BEIJING by oma
digital beijing building, by studio pei-zhu  
an integrated circuit board
film frame considered film process making
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the kroeyers plads project eea
housing project by james law
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office building, hyogo by shuhei endo
shopping center Tod’s omotesando by toyo ito 
trees’ structure
office-home by shuhei endo
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Les Bains des Docks, le havre by Jean Nouvel
an aquatic complex 
“Spaces to see 
  to hear 
  to relax “        
the play of natural light soothing the eyes




“ spaces to see and to experience”












ssociated with a subject and especially a religious or legendary subject”  
As	for	me,	the	iconography	should	be	about	an	icon	of	a	place,	region	or	
a	program,	activities	happening	inside	the	building.	My	intent	here	is	to	not	
only prove iconography of programs but also the aspect of how to attract 
people to that program and willing to be engaged in activities and spaces 








always considered the fate and the future of every country. Whether or 
not the country develops now or in future mostly depends on how much and 
how	well	that	country	invests	in	people	and	in	their	youth,	in	education	as	































conceptual idea of ‘Tube’ housing 
When	I	first	started	designing,	the	surrounding	context	became	very	
important to me because my thesis was Iconographic architecture. When 




longer and narrower than typical townhouses. 
From	‘tube’	housing	point	of	view,	I	decided	to	transform	that	‘tube’	housing	
layout into the shape of building by using 5 horizontal bars intersected by 
3	vertical	towers.	Apparently,	the	entire	mass	through	its	composition	look	






































































street life on the ground level 














































































































































































view underneath wrapper 






































languages employed which are contradictory to each other. 
One is rigid style of using horizontal and vertical bars and 
the other is completely contradictory through the use of 
organic curvilinear forms which are applied to ground floor 
and interior. 
I also realize that I have not designed carefully some specific 
areas of the project as it always happen when one deals with 
very	big	projects	such	as	spaces	in	towers,	the	event	place	
and the overhang surfaces underneath horizontal bars. In 
addition,	I	value	some	of	comments	of	critics	throughout	
reviews from the start to the end which absolutely make my 
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